
KEY VERSES 
John 9

KEY QUOTE 
“You don’t have to 

understand everything to 
believe something”

Next Steps

CONNECT QUESTIONS

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

• Take a moment to share a highlight from the week. Share what the best meal you ate, the most 
you laughed, the best game you watched, the most meaningful conversation you had, etc.  

• Snow in March: Yes please or no way- I’m ready for 75º now

• Take a moment and read John 9 out loud as a group. While 
its being read, imagine that you’re a bystander. What stands 
out to you as you look on? What might your reaction be to 
seeing these things? 

• Jon mentioned that we have a “God box.” We tend to place 
God within the bounds of what we’ve been told about God, 
our understanding of the Bible, our life experiences and 
what we’d do if we were God. What’s your response to this? 
Has God ever gone outside your God box? How? 

• Identify the ways in which Jesus is going outside the “God 
box” in this story. What are the various ways that people 
responded to Jesus. Why do you imagine they responded 
the ways that they did? 

• Why do you suppose Jesus chose to heal this man with 
mud?  

• Why were the Pharisees so resistant to what was happening 
right before their very eyes? What is Jesus’ response to 
them for their unbelief?  

• In what ways are we in the same danger as the Pharisees? 
In other words, how have we placed God in our own box? 
How do we make sure that we’re not trying to contain God 
too?  

• What does this encounter reveal about the character and 
mission of Jesus? 

Technically, this story doesn’t end in John 9. The same story 
continues in John 10. Read John 10 paying careful attention to 
how Jesus describes himself in comparison with the religious 
leaders of his day. John 10:14-18 are particularly poignant as we 
head toward Easter.  

PRAYER 
Dear God,  

Thank you that you cannot be 
contained by our “God box.” 
We want to know you but 
sometimes we can draw 

boundaries around you. We 
confess that we’re naive when 
we do that, so help us to see 

you for who you really are and 
help us become more 

comfortable with the mystery 
of your “bigness.” Thank you 
for pursuing us just like you 

pursued the man born blind.  
In Jesus Name, 

Amen. 
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